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Abstract
We present a Transfer and Continual Learning
method for robotic grasping tasks, based on small
vision-depth (RGBD) datasets and realized through
the use of Grasping Features. Given a network
architecture composed by a CNN (Convolutional
Neural Network) followed by a FCC (Fully Con-
nected Cascade Neural Network), we exploit high-
level features specific of the grasping tasks, as ex-
tracted by the convolutional network from RGBD
images. These features are more descriptive of
a grasping task than just visual ones, and thus
more efficient for transfer learning purposes. Being
datasets for visual grasping less common than those
for image recognition, we also propose an efficient
way to generate these data using only simple geo-
metric structures. This reduces the computational
burden of the FCC and allows to obtain a better
performance with the same amount of data. Sim-
ulation results using the collaborative UR-10 robot
and a jaw gripper are reported to show the quality
of the proposed method.

1 Introduction
Automatic manipulation of objects is one of the main tasks
that every robotic system has to accomplish in order to inter-
act with the environment and cooperate with a human. As a
generic definition, a grasping task requires a robot manipula-
tor equipped with a gripper and sensors (e.g., a RGB camera
and depth sensor) to pick up, move, and place down an object
between assigned Cartesian poses in an unstructured environ-
ment (see Fig. 1).

This basic problem has been tackled first with analytical
methods, mostly using vision and force feedback [Kragic and
Daniilidis, 2008; Kuffner and Xiao, 2008]. However, the
presence of multiple kinematic and dynamic constraints has
limited so far their success, restricting the field of applica-
tion to particular types of objects in well-defined environ-
ments. More recen1tly, following the widespread diffusion
of data driven methods for image processing, the problem
has been addressed through Deep Learning (DL) techniques,
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Figure 1: Snapshots of the simulated UR-10 robot equipped with a
jaw gripper performing the grasping procedure on different objects.

as in [Bohg et al., 2014]. Within this paradigm, Supervised
and Unsupervised Learning and also Reinforcement Learning
were used.

Both Supervised and Unsupervised methods are based on
classification and regression of the grasping pose, usually
parametrized by the Tool Center Point and the approach vec-
tor, as assigned to a set of successful previous grasping ex-
periences. In supervised methods, the datasets are generated
within a procedure that is independent from the learning pro-
cess, whereas in unsupervised methods, the same learning al-
gorithm is queried in inference for generating the grasping
policy and for producing samples accordingly. On the other
hand, Reinforcement Learning realizes the search of a policy
for generating either the grasping pose or the entire move-
ment through a mechanism of trials and rewards [Quillen et
al., 2018].

In order to improve efficiency and to limit data hungri-
ness of the above learning techniques when applied to sev-
eral different objects in industrial and human environments,
two special DL concepts have been developed for generaliza-
tion and knowledge storage: Transfer Learning (TL), which
consists in the transfer of knowledge from a certain domain
or task to another, and Continual Learning (CL), which ad-



dresses the storage of previous knowledge after changing the
application task [Pan and Yang, 2010; Delange et al., 2021
to appear]. Both methods were found to be very useful when
implementing learning algorithms in real-world applications,
limiting the need of retraining and improving the reuse of ac-
quired knowledge. This is particularly relevant when the data
are generated by means of physical trials of robotic manip-
ulation, a procedure that is time consuming and potentially
dangerous.

In this paper, we present a method to realize Transfer and
Continual Supervised Learning in the context of vision-depth
based robotic grasping tasks. Different CL methodologies
have been exploited for robotics, as surveyed by [Lesort et
al., 2020]. In our work, we focus on regularization-based
techniques. In particular, a predefined architecture composed
by a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) followed by a
Fully Connected Network (FCC) is used to process RGBD
images, and its main properties are exploited so as to become
as little data hungry as possible and, at the same time, still
completely aware of the task. Differently from Yen-Chen et
al. [2020], we propose here to modify the classical transfer
learning procedure by using high-level features that we call
Grasping Features (GFs). These are generated from the CNN
during the training on a specific grasping task, instead of the
visual features generated by training on datasets suited for
image recognition and segmentation [Saxena et al., 2008].

The use of Grasping Features introduces many advantages
both for Transfer and Continual Learning. In fact, instead
of completely decoupling the grasping task from its features,
delegating the CNN to visual recognition only and thus forc-
ing the FCC to learn both the grasping task and the variability
of the objects to be grasped, the GFs already encode infor-
mation about the grasping task, allowing the FCC to be fine
tuned only for coping with object variety. As a result, this
allows the use of smaller sets of data. On the other hand, the
main limitation to the use of GFs in TL is that datasets com-
posed by samples of robotic grasping are very uncommon and
also quite dependent on the dataset generation policy —as far
as we know, the only open dataset for grasping is the one pro-
vided by the Cornell University [Jiang et al., 2011].

Because of the restricted availability of data and in order to
obtain an efficient implementation of the proposed method,
we introduce a strategy for generating larger datasets that uses
only grasping of basic objects with simple geometry in a pro-
cedure that we call Shape Decomposition. Our claim is that
the use of Grasping Features and the generation of a knowl-
edge base through Shape Decomposition allow an efficient
pipeline of Continual Learning in cascade to Transfer Learn-
ing even with relatively few data. In fact, the use of relevant
high-level features in a more informative dataset reduces the
training effort of the FCC. Fine tuning on new objects will
become easier, with improvement in TL performance, while
saturation of the FCC weights will occur later, offering thus
more freedom to regularization and preventing catastrophic
forgetting events.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we formulate
the grasping problem and introduce the basic assumptions of
the solution method. In Sec. 3, the learning network architec-
ture is defined, focusing in particular on the dataset genera-

tion procedure and on TL and CL issues. The implementation
details are described in Sec. 4, while Sec. 5 reports the results
obtained in a simulated environment. Conclusions and future
work are summarized in Sec. 6.

2 Problem Formulation
We introduce here the formulation of the grasping problem
and the main working assumptions underlying our solution
method.

While grasping is defined in many ways in the literature,
for the sake of this paper we consider the following definition.
A grasping task consists in the use of a robotic system to pick
up and move a certain class of objects placed on a flat surface,
using a gripper and an RGBD camera mounted on the robot
end effector. Such definition is technically independent from
the type of robot used for the task, depending only on the
gripper structure, the grasping policy, the object properties
and the camera features.

Real objects have usually very complex shapes with dif-
ferent mechanical properties (such as weight or CoM posi-
tion), so that the grasping policy cannot be the same for all
objects and a specific algorithm for its generation is required.
We define the grasping policy as follows. Consider a robot
end effector mounting a gripper and carrying a RGBD cam-
era that provides RGB and depth images. The grasping policy
consists in an algorithm that provides a Grasping Tuple (GT)
[x, y, θ] corresponding to the desired Cartesian coordinates
and orientation of the gripper in the image plane. According
to the depth measurements and image coordinates, the GT
is transformed into the world frame of the robot. A planner
computes a feasible path for the robot end effector, with re-
sulting commands issued in the joint space. The robot will
execute the motion from its home position to the desired end-
effector pose and will try then to grasp the object, according
to the particular structure of the gripper (e.g., with jaws, vac-
uum suction, or multiple fingers).

With this definition of a grasping task, the problem is now
shifted to the regression of the functional map that generates
suitable values of the GT. In the following, we will introduce
improvements that are valid in principle for any data driven
algorithm used to solve the GT regression problem, assuming
that RGBD images are processed by a neural network with a
particular structure.

3 Network Architecture
We specify here the type of architecture we have considered
in our experiments, together with the method of Transfer and
Continual Learning we exploit.

With reference to Fig. 2, the network architecture for solv-
ing the GT regression problem is composed by a Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN), that takes as input the stack
of RGB and depth images provided by the camera, and by a
Fully Connected Cascade Neural Network (FCC), that takes
as input the output of the CNN, returning the predicted Grasp-
ing Tuple as output.

It is well known that CNNs are able to pre-process effi-
ciently images, extracting high-level features of images such
as vertices, angles, shapes, or color Goodfellow et al. [2016].
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Figure 2: Scheme of a generic network architecture, in which image
pre-processing is executed by the CNN and fed as input to the FCC
that returns as the Grasping Tuple (including the confidence level C)
as output.

In our architecture, the CNN goal is still to encode the high-
dimensional image input to a low-dimensional output for the
cascaded processing by the FCC, but we let the CNN produce
an intermediate output that eases the FCC task of generating
the desired grasp.

For this, we use as starting point the network described
in Monorchio et al. [2018], on top which we build the en-
tire TL-CL pipeline. This architecture is structurally simi-
lar to the YOLO introduced by Redmon et al. [2016], but
with a different goal. It takes as input RGBD images and
returns as output a series of Grasping Tuples (GTs) stacked
with their confidence level, a value that quantifies how much
the network is confident about the returned prediction. The
input images are divided in cells, each associated to a spe-
cific prediction and centered in different image coordinates.
The architecture returns as output a tuple composed by the
relative position of the gripper (x, y) with respect to the cell,
its absolute orientation θ, and the associated confidence C.
The Grasping Tuple is thus redefined as [x, y, θ, C] and the
addition of confidence values in the output modifies slightly
the regression. For the robot grasping, the relative positions
predicted by the network are transformed in world positions
according to the RGBD measurements.

While in YOLO proposals are pruned according to the pre-
dicted probability of the single bounding box, in our struc-
ture all predictions are considered individually and sorted
by increasing confidence. Keeping more proposals is not a
drawback in general, since in many industrial cases multiple
grasps are acceptable (or convenient) –a typical example is
the task of emptying bins from a container.

The supervised learning procedure minimizes a loss func-
tion Ltask which is the weighted sum of quadratic terms, one
for each component of the tuple, corresponding to the squared
difference between network prediction and ground truth:

Ltask = λposition

S2∑
i=0

[(xi − x̂i)2 + (yi − ŷi)2)]

+λorientation

S2∑
i=0

(θi − θ̂i)2 + λconfidence

S2∑
i=0

(Ci − Ĉi)
2.

(1)

In (1), the sum is over the set of all predictors (i.e., all cells)
in the image, [x̂i, ŷi, θ̂i, Ĉi] corresponds to i-th ground truth
values, and the (positive) hyper-parameters λcoords, λorientation,

and λconfidence balance components (and units) in the loss
function.

3.1 Dataset generation
In order to correctly fit the GT policy, we followed a (self)
supervised learning approach, automatically generating the
dataset in a decoupled way with respect to the training proce-
dure. Consider an input RGBD image specified by

X ∈ R4 ×RP,

with the R, G, B, and D data of a camera having a total of P
pixels, and a tuple

Y = [x, y, θ, C],

where x and y correspond to the Cartesian coordinates of the
grasping position in the image reference, θ is the roll angle of
the gripper, and C is the confidence value, a real number in
[0, 1]. The regression problem corresponds to approximating
the map

f : X → Y.

In order to collect samples of this map, a quasi-random policy
is employed, with a bounding box generated around the ob-
ject using selective search algorithms [Uijlings et al., 2013]
and grasping positions randomly picked inside the box. As
for the gripper orientation, a random value is drawn from the
interval (−π, π]. For each proposed GT, a grasping trial is
executed, associating C = 1 in case of successful grasping
and C = 0 otherwise. All (positive and negative) trials are
stacked in the dataset used for network training.

3.2 Supervised transfer and continual learning
For effective human-robot interaction and in industrial appli-
cations, scalability of the approach with respect to the in-
creasing cardinality of the set of objects considered in the
grasping task is an appealing property. Techniques for Trans-
fer and Continual Learning have been exploited in order to
avoid redundant training and allow the largest possible reuse
of previous knowledge.

In particular, in our TL procedure for grasping, we trained
first the entire network on a large set of objects having differ-
ent shapes and structural properties (Baseline Training). Af-
terwards, in order to realize a fine tuning on unknown new
objects, we trained again the FCC while keeping the previ-
ously obtained weights of the CNN fixed. The main idea of
this approach is similar to what was realized for pure visual
tasks [Huh et al., 2016]. In the context of grasping, this ap-
proach has been exploited by Yen-Chen et al. [2020].

Moreover, among the many existing CL approaches
[Lesort et al., 2020], we resorted to a regularization of the
FCC weights, according to our idea that the two different
components of the network, CNN and FCC, are delegated to
TL and CL, respectively.

In this context, the goal of CL is to solve multiple learn-
ing tasks in such way that the overall network, after training
on new objects, preserves still an acceptable level of perfor-
mance on previous grasping tasks. Regularization is achieved



by introducing soft constraints in the optimization, augment-
ing the loss function in (1) with a weighted distance to previ-
ous tasks parameters:

L = Ltask + λreg

previous tasks∑
j

(p− pj)
T
Wj (p− pj) . (2)

In (2), vectors p and pj are, respectively, the actual and the
j-th task weights of the FCC, Wj > 0 is a weight matrix
associated to the distance from the j-th task, and the hyper-
parameter λreg > 0 balances the regularization term in the
total loss.

4 Implementation
We provide here some details on the proposed method, in par-
ticular how grasping features differ from visual ones and the
rationale of Shape Decomposition.

4.1 Grasping features
One of the main properties of CNN image pre-processing is
the partial explainability of the obtained features after the net-
work filtering and elaboration [Zhang et al., 2018]. Visual-
ization of the network outputs can be very expressive about
how the algorithm analyzes and processes images [Zeiler and
Fergus, 2013]. These concepts are very important for the
heuristic justification of transfer learning approaches. As
shown by Razavian et al. [2014], features extracted by a CNN
trained on large datasets (such as ImageNet) improve gener-
alization, allowing network adaptation to new objects by re-
training only the FCC weights.

In contrast to image processing (such as segmentation or
classification) intended only for vision goals, we have added
the use of Grasping Features resulting in a different output of
the CNN. We illustrate this explicitly in Figs. 3 and 4. A vi-
sual comparison is shown between the features extracted by
the CNN of a YOLO network, trained only for image recogni-
tion and classification, and the GFs extracted by the modified
architecture proposed in Sec. 3.

In both the considered situations, namely with a set of real
objects and with a single simulated object with noise, the fea-
tures extracted by the two approaches are quite different. In
fact, while the output of the CNN activation functions for im-
age recognition just extract object shapes, the GFs obtained
by the CNN trained for grasping show peaks at image points
which are more suitable for the task.

Figure 3: From left to right: Input image of a set of real objects, the
visual features extracted from the CNN of a YOLO network, and
the associated Grasping Features. The GFs have intensity peaks at
the image points of possible grasp positions, while visual features
recover just object shapes.

Figure 4: From left to right: Noisy input image of a simulated ham-
mer, the visual features extracted from the CNN of a YOLO net-
work, and the associated Grasping Features. In the presence of a
single object, the GFs have even more distinctive peaks at the im-
age points corresponding to possible grasp positions (in this case the
upper part of the hammer). The multiple smaller peaks are due to
unfiltered noise.

Since the Grasping Features embed not only geometric in-
formation but also physical properties (such as mass, CoM
position and inertia) of the object, they are more informative
for the goal of the algorithm. Having a richer input available
for the FCC, the same amount of data will induce a faster
convergence of its fine tuning. As an expected result, trans-
fer learning is executed with fewer samples (in the order of
thousands, instead of millions).

4.2 Shape decomposition
The use of large datasets of images allows to decouple im-
age pre-processing from grasping policy learning, as realized,
e.g., in [Yen-Chen et al., 2020] where all the effort is dele-
gated to the subsequent FCC. Despite the better adherence of
Grasping Features to the task allows to distribute the com-
putational burden between CNN and FCC, the main limita-
tion of their application is the scarce availability of grasping
datasets. As a matter of fact, GFs reduce but do not eliminate
the need of large sets of samples for transfer learning.

We propose to face this issue by generating grasping sam-
ples in a convenient mode. Usually, objects encountered in
real environments may be decomposed into simpler geomet-
rical shapes, such as spheres, cylinders, or boxes, some of
which dominates over the others from the point of view of
size and/or physical properties. Figure 5 illustrates visually
such concept.

The use of these basic objects improves the efficiency of
the dataset. In fact, it is more convenient to approximate the
grasping of complex objects as nonlinear combinations (via
the FCC) of grasping features extracted from simpler objects
rather than vice versa. This is particularly evident in the case
of small datasets.

Instead of extracting the correct grasping features from
general images using the strength of a large dataset, we de-
cided to use a smaller set of samples but with basic shapes
that are similar to the features we expect to extract from the
network. Such use of a reduced dataset appears opposite to
the general trend in deep learning image-based approaches.
Nonetheless, this turned out to be a practical and successful
procedure both for TL and CL. In particular, it allows to re-
alize an efficient Continual Learning through regularization
methods.

Indeed, random high-level features fed in input to a large
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Figure 5: Shape Decomposition: Simple objects may be combined
to generate complex objects, with an example of a bolt obtained as
the overlap of simpler shapes.

FCC network can still be combined in order to approximate
the grasping policy for any single object. However, when
learning over time the grasp for multiple objects, the regular-
ization process would become almost useless. Because of the
low significance of the provided features, the positions in the
parameter space of the individual minima of the loss func-
tion 1 and of the regularization component in 2 are in general
very separated, thus leading to a spurious solution of the op-
timization problem. The results in the next section support
empirically the validity of our approach.

5 Results
We present here results of numerical tests obtained with a
Gazebo simulator, using a 6-dof UR-10 robot equipped with
a jaw gripper.

5.1 Transfer and continual learning pipeline
The test pipeline with the cascade of transfer and continual
learning is shown in Fig. 6. The test procedure is as fol-
lows. First, we use a previously generated baseline dataset for
training the entire network (CNN and FCC) so as to extract
Grasping Features. Then, the weights of the convolutional
layers are frozen and the FCC is trained sequentially on new
objects, applying on each new training a regularization with
respect to previous items —see eq. (2). The classification of
objects as new or old is realized manually by the user, and
datasets are provided accordingly.

For this, we used very small datasets, around 1000 sam-
ples for each object (a very small figure when compared to
classical transfer learning and fine tuning approaches).

The final system has been tested on a simulated scenario
containing all the objects previously encountered. The robot
tries to grasp each of the objects and performance is evaluated
according to the relative frequency of positive results.

Dataset Generation
Choice of the suitable 

objects

Shape Decomposition

Freezing of the CNN 

Weights
Baseline Training

Transfer Learning

FCC Weights 

Regularization

Training for Fine 

Tuning

Continual Learning

Figure 6: Pipeline to evaluate the proposed approach for realizing
Transfer and Continual Learning.

5.2 Simulated tests
The tests were realized using a set of 11 objects, divided in
simple objects (bar, sphere, triangle, cylinder, box, T-shape)
and complex objects (hammer, modified T-shape, modified
box, cup, scissor), see also Fig. 7. For grasping, the robot
uses a very common parallel gripper with two jaws to hold a
workpiece.

The Continual Learning procedure is implemented ac-
cording to Kirkpatrick et al. [2017], as modified by Huszár
[2018]: regularization is performed using only the weights
of the last task, the regularization weight is itself a weighted
sum of the Fisher matrices of all previous tasks. As for the
training algorithm, we used Adam optimizer with a starting
learning rate of 0.001, parameters β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999,
a batch size of 4 images, 15 epoches for the baseline training,
and 7 epoches for the cascade of regularized training.

We define the score of the algorithm for each object as the
frequency of times (normalized to 1) that the robot success-
fully grasps the object. Since our architecture generates N
predictions for the N cells in the image, we considered in

Figure 7: Different views and scales of the objects used for the tests.
The first row shows simple objects, while complex/combined ob-
jects are shown in increasing complexity in the second and third
rows.



each trial the first 4 grasp proposals with the highest confi-
dence levels. Accordingly, a positive outcome is recorded
when at least one of these grasps is successful.

We compared two learning strategies, see Fig. 8. In the first
one, we used complex objects for the baseline training and
then regularized training on the simple objects, in the same
order as they have been listed above. The results in the top
histogram of Fig. 8 show that the performance is acceptable
despite the few training data, except for some degradation on
certain objects (in particular, the bar and the cylinder). Each
column in the histogram includes the outcome using partial
ordered subsets or the totality of the 4 grasp proposals. In the
second strategy, we switched to simple objects for baseline
training and complex ones for the regularization, again in the
same order as before. The performance is globally improved
(center histogram in Fig. 8), and the degradation for the same
previous objects is reduced. The last histogram compares the
scores of the two strategies, considering for each object all 4
grasp proposals in the trials.

Summarizing, both strategies give a merit to the benefit of
using Grasping Features in order to reduce the size of the
training dataset. Moreover, the final score is improved when
the baseline dataset is composed by simple objects, accord-
ing to the Shape Decomposition idea, followed by the use of
complex objects in the CL pipeline.

6 Conclusions

We have presented an original method for realizing Transfer
Learning (TL) and Continual Learning (CL) for RGBD-based
robotic grasping tasks. The basic idea is to define a more effi-
cient transfer learning not using just visual features extracted
from a common image databases (such as ImageNet) but in-
stead with grasp-oriented datasets that embed characteristic
Grasping Features extracted for the specific tasks.

In order to overcome the reduced availability of this type
of grasping data, we introduced also the idea of generating
samples using only simple geometric shapes through a Shape
Decomposition procedure. This is somewhat opposite to the
current trend in deep learning approaches: we avoid the crit-
ical (time-consuming and/or hazardous) generation of huge
datasets using a physical robot by providing more informa-
tive reduced sets of samples.

Our obtained results show that TL is possible in this way
also with very few data (thousands instead of millions).
Moreover, by comparing how much the TL+CL pipeline is
affected by the baseline dataset, we have shown that Shape
Decomposition positively affects performance.

Though promising, these results are indeed preliminary
and many improvements are possible. In the next future, we
plan to use a more realistic simulator for improving general-
ization properties and coping with the well-known problem
of SimToReal. Moreover, we will analyse the proposed ap-
proach for larger classes of objects (in the order of hundreds).
Finally, we would like to use other CL methods, to highlight
how much the Grasping Features and the Shape Decomposi-
tion are adaptable to different algorithms.

Figure 8: Performance histograms for different baseline datasets:
Using complex objects (top) and using simple objects (center).
Color codes are used to specify the number of grasp proposals (GTs)
used in each trial. The bottom histogram compares the scores in the
two cases comparison using all 4 grasp proposals in the trials.
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